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PRESS REVIEWS

BOB MARLEY'S LOST TAPES TO BE SHOWN
Saturday, March 19, 2011 Paul-André Walker, Entertainment Editor
THE GLEANER, JAMAICA. Established 1834
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/gleaner/20110319/ent/ent1.html

After 30-some-odd years, and even after his death, there might still be a side to reggae
legend Bob Marley very few have seen. Esther Anderson, a close friend of Marley from as
early as the 1970s, when the reggae icon was still relatively unknown outside Jamaica, will
release a documentary on the legend. Titled Bob Marley - The Making of a Legend, the
feature will have footage previously thought to have been lost. According to a story on
bbc.com, released days ago, Anderson had left her career as an actress to try to help
promote Marley whose first album was not doing well. Catch A Fire caught fire before
Anderson released the footage, which she had thought was lost at Island Records on Old
Hope Road (today it is The Bob Marley Museum). The BBC report says the film charts the
rise of Bob Marley and The Wailers. The report also indicates many other elements of
Marley's life that are well known. Anderson is quoted for instance, as saying, she thinks if
Marley were alive today, he would still be breaking hearts. More to the point, however, the
article points out that, even at that stage, (according to Anderson) Marley had the very
recognisable makings of a star - though he never knew it. Thus, the idea of filming intimate
moments that would bring that star power into focus was the point of making the film. The
article also points out that Anderson, who had just done a film with Sydney Poitier, had to
use her own money to make the film because the project was not backed financially by Chris
Blackwell's Island Records. "I had no budget. Chris said go ahead but I had to do it on my
own. So I gathered a crew and equipment and I started to film," the article quotes Anderson
as saying. Anderson also speaks intimately about what life was like with The Wailers during



the time she made the tapes. According to her, the original Wailers spent much of their time
at Island Records discussing "philosophy, the sufferings of the people." Her memory of things
of that nature is captured on the film and with photographs. The article claims that
Anderson played an integral role in leading Marley to Rastafarianism. That marriage came
through a meeting with Ras Daniel Hartman, who she is said to have introduced to Marley.
That meeting also showed, according to the article, the potential of strengthening the link
between Rasta and reggae, a link that today seems inextricable. "The red, green and gold and
all of that were my ideas," Anderson is quoted as saying in the article. "I shot the thing and
put it together and sent it over [to London]." The images, as have become popular
knowledge, were used to sell Marley's image - the most memorable, of course, being the
picture of Marley smoking a spliff. The recordings haven't just been found though, as it was
approximately 11 years ago that Jeremy Marre, a British documentary maker, had a meeting
with Anderson. From that meeting, stemmed a relationship that would lead her to the tapes.
Marre had actually gathered the tapes among archive material he had intended to use. The
film, called Bob Marley - The Making of a Legend, is made with Gian Godoy and will be
presented, though not in finished form yet, at the British Film Institute in London as part of
the African Odysseys programme. The programme, which seeks to reveal little-known facts
about black history will also feature 'I Heard It Through the Grapevine'. That film, produced
by Dick Fontaine and Pat Hartley, is a film essay, written by James Baldwin. The film seeks to
speak about the civil rights movement, what works and what didn't. It features Baldwin, his
brother David, Chinua Achebe, Fanni Lou Hamer, Amiri Baraka, and other friends Baldwin
made during the '60s. Baldwin takes a critical look at the strategies and tactics used by the
black community in the '60s during the civil rights movement.

Bob Marley, Jamaica, 1973.



Bob Marley, Hellshire Beach, 1973

MARLEY DOCUMENTARY PREMIERES SUCCESSFULLY
Sunday, September 18, 2011
THE GLEANER, JAMAICA. Established 1834
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/gleaner/20110918/ent/ent2.html

The event was held on August 26, at Tribeca Cinemas in Manhattan. The New York
premier was the result of a partnership between the Caribbean Education
Foundation, Inc (CEF) and filmmaker, Esther Anderson, nominated for an Oscar for
the film A Warm December with Sidney Poitier and award-winning Jamaican actress,
Gian Godoy. The event was held as a benefit to raise funds for CEF Paul Bogle
Scholarships, which enables brilliant, children to attend public high schools in
Jamaica. The benefit commenced with a stellar VIP reception with an open bar
featuring splendid Hennessy cocktails and Terrazas Wines sponsored by Moët
Hennessy USA; delicious Caribbean Cuisine catered by Negril Village Restaurant and
a silent auction including rare, limited edition photographs of Bob Marley; a boxing
glove signed by Muhammad Ali and a Thriller album autographed by Michael
Jackson. The event's guest speaker, Lorna Golding, presented a compelling speech on
the critical importance of educating children throughout Jamaica and the Caribbean
region. In line with the benefit theme of  'Achieving Meaningful Independence by
Educating our Youth', Golding not only discussed how an educated populace will
enhance each country and region, but how vital it is in our interdependent global
world. The feature presentation lived up to its highly anticipated billing and fanfare.
The film showed priceless footage of Bob Marley, lost for more than 30 years during
his early years, before he became famous. An attendee remarked, "To see Bob



Marley in a real-life fashion in those so very early days, just being Bob, is more than
words can convey." For a brief moment, the audience was transported to a time
when Marley was travelling throughout Jamaica with Anderson and writing lyrics for
what would become platinum selling songs. Viewers received previously unknown
insights into the inspirations behind the Burnin' album and songs such as: I Shot the
Sheriff and Get Up, Stand Up. Global Press Release Distribution presented a New
York state Assembly citation to Nikiki T. Bogle, Esq, the founder and president of
the CEF. In discussing the honour, Bogle said, "I am humbled and grateful that CEF's
efforts to help provide meaningful access to education for poor children are being
recognised." The CEF is a registered tax-exempt non-profit organisation based in the
United States. It operates with a dedicated team comprised entirely of
volunteers. While the organisation works with all levels of education, its focus is to
enable high-school students in financial need to have meaningful access to quality
education in Jamaica. The Paul Bogle Scholarships purchase text books, school
supplies, uniforms, meals and transportation. Funds are very limited for CEF
Scholarships, and the Foundation continues to urge individuals, groups, companies
and organisations to visit its website, donate, sponsor and adopt a CEF student. In
2008 and 2010, CEF awarded a total of $945,000 in student scholarships. The
proceeds from the Bob Marley: The Making of a Legend film screening, and VIP
reception goes towards the 2011 Paul Bogle Scholarships The CEF 2011 Paul Bogle
Scholarship Award recipients will be announced this month.
http://www.educatechild.org/





HIFF REVIEW: 'BOB MARLEY: MAKING OF A LEGEND'
Thursday, October 20, 2011. REVIEW BY JASON GENEGABUS
Hawaii International Film Festival. HonoluluPulse.com
http://www.honolulupulse.com/movies-tv/hiff-review-bob-marley-the-making-of-a-
legend

“To tell you the truth, baby, belief kill and belief cure. … Everything is political if you
think of it as political. I’ll never be a politician or think political. I just deal with life
and nature. That’s the greatest thing to me. Life.” True fans of the late, great Bob
Marley won’t want to miss “Bob Marley: The Making of a Legend” when it makes its
Hawaii premiere at this year’s Hawaii International Film Festival — if for no other
reason than to see some amazing archival footage captured by Marley’s former
girlfriend and collaborator, Esther Anderson. There isn’t much of a message, or even
a storyline to the 90-minute documentary, which blends clips from 1973 with
updated scenes and interviews from many of the same locations filmed in 2000.
Anderson could have just as easily called this movie “The Smoking Sessions” or “The
Herb Chronicles,” as much of the Marley footage captures him in chill mode,
smoking spliffs and waxing poetic about politics and religion. But even with the slight
lack of focus, it’s easy to get caught up in the historical and cultural significance of
what Anderson has chosen to share in this film. (Especially entertaining is a clip of
Marley sparking one up with Peter Tosh, then getting into a back-and-forth about
why his Jeep’s engine won’t start — who knew Peter wasn’t just a musician back
then, but a budding mechanic, too?) Keep in mind that when all this was filmed,
Marley had yet to realize the global superstardom that would eventually come his
way. In scene after scene, he stands shirtless with nappy dreads that are just starting
to grow, gazing into the camera with what seems like a mixture of amazement and
annoyance. In one clip, Marley shows off his own “special effects,” while another
captures a look that makes you wonder if he’s about to knock the camera out of
Anderson’s hands. Despite the poor video quality, there’s no mistaking the value of
the footage and Anderson’s insight into Marley’s travels during the early ’70s.
Viewers learn, for example, that “Get Up Stand Up” was based upon Marley’s
experiences during a trip to Haiti, and that “I Shot the Sheriff” was actually inspired
by Anderson’s quest to acquire birth control pills while in England with Marley in
1973. But the most amazing scene, by far, is the Wailers’ very first rehearsal
together. We see Marley, Tosh and Bunny Livingston show up at Hope Road in
Kingston, followed by clips of Marley working out his vocals while strumming a
guitar. Those shots and footage of Marley actually sitting down to write some of his
future hits is simply mind-boggling to dedicated fans of the legendary reggae
artist. HIFF has just one screening of “Bob Marley: The Making of a Legend” planned.
I hope it takes place in one of the bigger theaters at Dole Cannery, so as many of his
Hawaii fans as possible have the chance to watch this film.





LONDON PREMIERE REVIEW  by Lisa Petros-Koumi
British Film Institute, Saturday 17th December 2011
http://voiceofthesufferers.free.fr/bob_marley_the_making_of_a_legend.html
 
As a teenager growing up in London in the 70's music was a big part of my life. To
the annoyance of my immigrant Greek Cypriot parents, i would blast out sounds on
my record player at full volume drowning out their shouts of "Lisa, turn that noise
down"!!. Of all the music genres, Reggae was always and still is my favourite. I must
admit though back then i was not too familiar with the music of Bob Marley and The
Wailers, until the summer of 75 when by pure luck there was a spare ticket going to
see them at The Lyceum Ballroom (as it was known then) in London. It was the 18th
July and by that time two of the original Wailers, Peter and Bunny had left the band
which was a shame as i would have loved to have seen them perform all
together. Whatever spell Mr Marley put on me that night almost 37 years ago i have
from that day to this been an ardent fan so much so that my son has the middle
name Marley and my daughter the middle name Kaya!!!!. Over the years I have
amassed a large collection of memorabilia and have read almost every book written
about him. Unfortunately his untimely passing at the young age of 36 means that all
that can be written has been written, anything new is non existent, until now that is.

We live in the age of technology which some say can sometimes be a curse, but I for
one would never have heard about a new film called "Bob Marley The Making Of A
Legend" had it not been for the internet as there had been very little publicity
through other media forms. I could hardly contain my excitement when I found out
that a lady named Esther Anderson along with Gian Godoy had made a film based
around lost footage which Esther had filmed in the early 1970's and had gone missing
for 37 years only to turn up in a garage in Canada and duly returned to her. This
never seen before footage depicts the part of her life spent with the legend that was
and is Bob Marley, her struggle to get him and The Wailers recognition and the
sacrifices she made with her own career as an actress trying to launch the career of
the man she loved. Through the phenomenon that is Facebook I struck up a
friendship with Esther which lead to me attending the premiere of her film
and actually meeting the remarkable lady herself!!.. Saturday 17th December 2011
dawned grey and cold in London Town, nothing extraordinary for the middle of
winter in England it could be said, except this was no ordinary Saturday. It was the
day that i was going to see a film which had never been shown to the British public
before about the lives of two people one of which I had admired and adored
musically for almost 37 years. I arrived at The British Film Institute at The Southbank
at 1pm. I was collecting my tickets from the box office when I noticed this tiny little
lady milling around in the crowd. It was unmistakably Esther Anderson. I made my
way to the theatre took my seat and waited for the first film to begin. It was a
documentary about Sunsplash Rototom from Osoppo. I found it quite interesting as
it was about the reggae scene. Then it was time for the main feature to begin, this
was it, this is what I had been waiting for so long. Something new about Mr Bob
Marley. Esther came on stage to introduce the film. What first struck me when this
lady started speaking was her bubbly almost animated character, she finished
speaking and the film duly started. I was to spend the next 90 or so minutes going
through every emotion imaginable. From laughing out loud watching Bob pulling faces



at the camera to feelings of extreme sadness because this messiah of a man on the
screen who had been such a big part of my life for so long from the point of view
that not a day goes by when I don't listen to his music, was actually no longer with us
in the flesh and hasn't been for many many years, but here he was in front of me
large as life having a debate with Peter Tosh, unrehearsed and unstaged, just two
young men conversing about nothing in particular!!. Another scene sees him jamming
with The Wailers laughing and joking. I saw a young Bongo Makey then an interview
with his now ageing widow surrounded by family speaking about how her husband
used to sing a song called 'fly away home' which Bob then reworked and retitled it
Rastaman Chant. I found the part of the film about Ras Daniel Hartman particularly
interesting as lots of shots by the waterfall of him throwing his baby up in the air
have been seen before but went wrongly credited until now, its about time After all
that's said, what this film depicts most of all is a love affair between two young
people that was captured on camera many years ago, when Bob Marley was a virtual
unknown and has been brought to light and shown at a time he is a global mega star
who tragically didn't live long enough to see what an impact he has had on Roots
Reggae music and the world!!!!!!.

A Special Thank You to Esther Anderson, Gian Godoy for kindly allowing this
page. Thanks also to Pier Tosi, Emmanuel P. for hosting Lisa memory on his
excellent 'Memories Of Jah People'. If you are interested reading about another
review, here's a link : http://dramedies.blogspot.com







REGGAEVILLE
World of Reggae In One Village
Review by Larson Sutton. 19 August, 2012
http://www.reggaeville.com/nc/artist-details/artist/bob-marley/release/making-of-a-
legend/ac/artistReleases/lead/review.html
 
When filmmaker Esther Anderson launched the worldwide stream of her
documentary Bob Marley: The Making Of A Legend, it marked the end of a year-long
tour of the film fest circuit, during which it received several honors, and the
beginning of its journey as a movie the general public will finally be able to see.  In
stark contrast to this year’s earlier doc of the reggae musician, the Technicolor life-
spanning portrait of Kevin MacDonald’s Marley, this feature centers around
Anderson’s own black and white footage shot while on holiday with Bob in 1973.  It
would be hard to call it a companion piece in a genial way, as there are some legal
questions yet unresolved regarding MacDonald’s use of Anderson’s clips in his own
work, yet the two illuminate the same subject without contradiction. The Making of
a Legend  also offered a subtitle of sorts, one that is perhaps as accurate as the
header; A Love Story.  While in an interview Anderson hinted that the love story
theme was promoted and furthered primarily by her filmmaking partner Gian
Godoy, it is apparent from both the present day sit-downs with Anderson
throughout the film, and the archival footage, that she cared, and still cares, very
deeply for Marley. Not solely driven by personal affection for the singer, Anderson,
herself a model/dancer turned award-winning actress at the time, was Jamaica’s
national treasure, and a burgeoning record exec.  As one half of the Island Records
team she, along with  Chris Blackwell, was first to discover and expose many fellow
countrymen to a larger stage.  It was suggested at a party in New York City that she
meet Bob Marley and from that encounter, a relationship was born. Anderson’s film
essentially begins here, days after that introduction, and follows her excursions via a
Sony video camera on loan, with the idea of perhaps a documentary of the rising
young talent.  What emerged are simple, sometimes ostensibly insignificant, pieces of
daily life, and a revealing de-mystification of the soon-to-be superstar. Moments
captured include a discussion between Marley and fellow Wailer Peter Tosh
regarding the ignition problems of Marley’s Jeep, and a tune-up/rundown of song
chords at an early Wailers rehearsal.  It isn't anything that unearths a secret about
the man, other than that his concerns in those days were fairly common; certainly
not the stuff of international stardom. It is that tipping point on which the bulk of the
film sits, with Anderson plainly asserting her role in transforming a street-tough trio
into Rasta revolutionaries.  The image that would come to define the Wailers was
still being shaped, and the shaper, the film matter-of-factly contends, is Esther
Anderson.  Partly of feelings for Marley, partly of her deep national pride for Jamaica,
and partly from her keen business sense for breaking an artist outside her home
country, it is Anderson, whose experiences as a light-skinned, London-educated,
cross-over success, allowed her the insight and motivation to channel the Wailers
potential into something much larger. The film is not without flaws.  The music,
while strong in its own right, is not Bob Marley or the Wailers.  One can only
assume licensing did not permit its use.  Rather it is often performed by close family
ties of both Anderson and Wailers bassist Aston ‘Familyman’ Barrett.  The repetition
of certain background cuts becomes too conspicuous, and despite the best efforts,
the clips beg for the contextual lift the music of the Wailers could have provided.



Furthermore, Anderson’s footage is somewhat grainy and the audio muddy.  This
isn’t a fault of the filmmakers, as it wasn’t intended to be seen this way in the first
place, yet those without the patience for these technical shortcomings may find the
film difficult to appreciate. Overall, Bob Marley: The Making of a Legend will certainly
appeal to those hungry for anything available on the subject.  It is as raw a look at life
before the legend as it is heartfelt.  It may not overwhelm, but it will provoke
thought on not only how one becomes famous, but also the parts of a person left
behind in order to do so.  Anderson’s documentary straddles the personal emotion
of a relationship with the historical importance of the effect of that relationship, and
shares with the world that moment.
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